More than a Sawmill.
Our offer
In the heart of Carinthia, MBS Timber Handels GmbH
is one of the leading woodworking industry companies,
with global ties and a comprehensive range of woodrelated services, seamlessly going hand-in-hand with
people and nature.

Quality
For all our products, we require nothing but the highest
quality. Of course, it also applies to our guaranteed deliveries and delivery dates. Our further strengths are many
years of experience, comprehensive know-how on wood,
state-of-the-art technology and logistics, as well as highly
trained employees.

Refined Wood Products
MBS Timber offers a comprehensive range of products
for house building, among others, also a product range
for the refining and further processing of wood products.
Our production of profiled boards and laths, in addition
to all standard glued and sawn timber products, has
secured us a place among comprehensive providers for
any woodworker, as well as pre-fabricated house
manufacturers.

Reliable Partner in
Wood Construction
Excellent quality and state-of-the-art
services are our trademark for all
MBS Timber products.

Renowned woodworking companies
from Carinthia value their cooperation with MBS Timber for its top product quality, reliability, friendly and
competent consulting services, as
well as simple and on-time deliveries.
MBS Timber has thus proven to be a
reliable partner in wood construction.

Our products
Sawn Timber

Shuttering panels

Our sawn timber product range encompasses
the following product types: prismatic wood
products, rough planer, narrow wood products,
packaging products, posts, laminated wood/
double raw segments, raw solid construction
wood, squared timber, raw wood segments.

MBS shuttering panels are high-quality, 3-ply
wooden panels, made of spruce and fir wood.
The panels are fully coated with a highly
resistant melamine resin, giving them excellent
protection. They are mostly used for paneling
concrete constructions, but can also be used for
other purposes due to their exceptional functionality. They are distinguished for their superior
quality, durability and multiple use.

Laths
Glued timber
This multi-layered product group is made of
dried wood. Advantage: Cracks appear to a
significantly lesser extent than with solid wood.
These products are thus suitable for open roof
structures, or other purposes where cracking is
a disadvantage. From the glued wood product
line, we offer the following variants:
glued laminated timber, double/triple beams,
construction solid timber.

Planed timber
This product group refers to construction
timber used for supporting elements that must
meet certain criteria. Our planed wood
product range encompasses the following:
fibre board profiles, smooth edge boards,
sauna profiles, tongue-and-groove wood.

We offer a comprehensive range of lath
products, adapted to your individual requirements. We offer a wide range of
dimensions and quality – from rough-cut,
sanded and/or planed.

Bespoke
It is in our personal interest to provide the
best consulting services possible, as well
as to find individual solutions for your
requirements. For detailed information on
individual products, to receive a quote, or
to place an order, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
We are looking forward to your enquiry!

Automated
Production
Our production lines are highly
automated. State-of-the-art machine
processing technology relieves our employees of
dangerous and monotonous tasks, so they can
focus on meeting our strict quality requirements.
Guttaring - Austria

Our production facilities

Stari trg pri Ložu - Slovenia

www.mbs-timber.com

